ABSTRACT The functionality of upper limb prostheses can be improved by intuitive control strategies that use bioelectric signals measured at the stump level. One such strategy is the decoding of motor volition via myoelectric pattern recognition (MPR), which has shown promising results in controlled environments and more recently in clinical practice. Moreover, not much has been reported about daily life implementation and real-time accuracy of these decoding algorithms. This paper introduces an alternative approach in which MPR allows intuitive control of four different grips and open/close in a multifunctional prosthetic hand. We conducted a clinical proof-of-concept in activities of daily life by constructing a self-contained, MPR-controlled, transradial prosthetic system provided with a novel user interface meant to log errors during real-time operation. The system was used for five days by a unilateral dysmelia subject whose hand had never developed, and who nevertheless learned to generate patterns of myoelectric activity, reported as intuitive, for multi-functional prosthetic control. The subject was instructed to manually log errors when they occurred via the user interface mounted on the prosthesis. This allowed the collection of information about prosthesis usage and real-time classification accuracy. The assessment of capacity for myoelectric control test was used to compare the proposed approach to the conventional prosthetic control approach, direct control. Regarding the MPR approach, the subject reported a more intuitive control when selecting the different grips, but also a higher uncertainty during proportional continuous movements. This paper represents an alternative to the conventional use of MPR, and this alternative may be particularly suitable for a certain type of amputee patients. Moreover, it represents a further validation of MPR with dysmelia cases.
amputee population is still far from benefitting from this technology due to the challenges present at the interface between human and machine. For this reason, today commercial scene still offers only limited options to compensate for the lack of a limb; simple prosthetic grippers cosmetically shaped as real hands are commonly adopted due to their ease of use and reliability. These devices make use of electromyographic (EMG) signals from an agonist-antagonist pair of residual muscles, to proportionally control the speed with one degree of freedom in a one-input-one-movement approach. This solution is known as direct control (DC) and has the limitation that open and close of the terminal device are the only movements commonly enabled. In contrast, the most technologically advanced prosthetic hands on the market allow for different hand postures (or grips), which the user can select in a sequential or semi-sequential fashion. In order to switch among grips the user needs to perform certain predefined muscles contractions, such as co-contraction or multiplepulses over the selected pair of channels for DC. This way of controlling the prosthesis is not intuitive and demands training and practice for the user to become familiar with the switching mechanisms, possibly explaining why efficacy outcomes strongly vary from subject to subject.
To overcome the constraints imposed by DC, researchers have focused on myoelectric pattern recognition (MPR). It has been widely shown that machine learning algorithms can be trained to recognize the patterns of muscles activation enclosed in the EMG signals, and to decode the motor intention of the user. This approach brings the advantage of providing a more intuitive control, where the learning burden is shared between the user and the machine.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The investigations of MPR started in the mid-1960's at the Rehabilitation Engineering Center of Philadelphia, and a complete report was published later by Wirta et al. [1] . For the first time, a MPR system, composed by a simple weighted network of resistors, was able to recognize different movements taking as input EMG activity recorded simultaneously from different channels. Herberts et al. [2] , reported a similar, pure analogic MPR system applied for the simultaneous control of a three DoF prosthesis. Shortly after, the advent of microcontroller units brought a crucial increase in the potential of any portable device, including prosthetic controllers. The first attempt of a MCU-based MPR system is dated 1977, from Graupe et al. [3] . It was able to perform real-time autoregressive analysis for motions classification and to properly actuate a robotic device. The feasibility of embedded MPR systems has been confirmed more recently by others [4] - [8] , albeit not tested in daily life outside controlled environments. To date, there is only a commercially available MPR system (Complete Control, COAPT).
MPR tests in controlled environments using pre-recorded data (offline), as well as conducted in real-time, show an acceptable level of classification accuracy, and overall functionality [9] . Smith et al. [10] and Jiang et al. [11] , showed the ability of a MPR approach to outperform the standard DC using computer-based assessment tools. However, these results differ when tested by patients in real world settings [12] , [13] . A gap seems to exist between laboratory results, and what patients experience while performing activities of daily life. A major contributor to this divergence is certainly the difficulty of designing tools for functionality assessment able to represent and translate results from a controlled environment to a more practical scenario [14] . Further, controlled laboratory conditions usually do not present disturbances in EMG signals that normally arise from electrodes applied on the surface of the skin, namely motion artifacts, electrode displacements, skin impedance changes, cross-talk between muscles, and electromagnetic interference. Invasive signal acquisition has proved to reduce the aforementioned drawbacks of surface EMG allowing for reliable movement discrimination [10] , [15] , even for long-term implantation [16] , [17] . Unfortunately, costs and strict inclusion criteria preclude a massive diffusion of invasive solutions. Up to date, the limitations of surface EMG and MPR continue to hinder their clinical application and their commercial appeal.
A stronger clinical translation of MPR techniques is therefore needed to close the gap between controlled environment tests and daily experience, together with methods to assess the functionality of these approaches. In this study, we investigated the functionality of a non-invasive MPR system in an out-of-the-lab environment. We provided a transradial subject with a custom-made MPR system to control a commercially available multi-grip prosthetic hand. We proposed novel approaches to facilitate the switching mechanism between grips, and to estimate real-time accuracy. The subject utilized the prosthetic system for five consecutive days in his daily life environment while classification and error data was continuously stored. The collected data allowed subsequent analysis for common errors and real-time accuracy. The selected subject was a dysmelia case, who despite never developed a hand, was able to create and use ''intuitive'' muscle contractions to control the prosthetic device.
III. METHODS

A. MYOELECTRIC PATTERN RECOGNITION IN A DYSMELIA SUBJECT
This study was approved by the Swedish Regional Ethics Committee in Gothenburg (595-16). The pilot subject was a dysmelia case for whom the hand failed to form and had a stump equivalent to a one-third transradial amputation. The subject had used conventional myoelectric prosthesis for approximately twenty years. Since the viability of MPR in congenital amputees is still controversial, we performed preliminary experiments to verify the possibility of intuitive control. The viability of MPR was assessed in real-time using a virtual reality test, namely the Motion Test [18] . The Motion Test requires the subject to perform movements randomly prompted on a screen. Twenty correct predictions VOLUME 6, 2018 had to be achieved within ten seconds to consider a task completed [19] .
The electrode placement and the target movements for MPR were determined by a brute-force approach where multiple combinations were iteratively and exhaustively examined based on the results of the Motion Test. These tests were done using high-density surface EMG recordings (4x8 electrodes arrays) and the BioPatRec software, an open source research platform implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, USA) [19] . The movements studied were hand open and close, wrist flexion and extension, wrist supination and pronation, pointer posture, fine grip and side grip ( Figure 2 ). Only electrode combinations with a maximum number of eight bipolar channels were considered viable for the next step of this study, the take-home MPR system.
Motion tests were done in two separate six-day sessions. The first session was used to determine the two best performing configurations. In the second session, we identified the best of these two configurations to be used in the everyday life experiment. Each day was organized as follows: two tests, one in the morning and one in the evening, each composed of three recording sessions to improve subject familiarity and to train the MPR algorithm, and one evaluation test. The subject sat in front of a computer and asked to perform, per movement, three contractions alternated with three rest periods, three seconds each. The last recording session was used to train a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier. This algorithm was chosen as a fair compromise between classification performance and computation requirement, in harmony with the microcontroller processing unit used in the following step of this study. A well-known MPR processing chain was used [20] , and four popular time domain features were selected: mean absolute value, slope changes, zero crossings and waveform length [21] .
B. PROSTHETIC SYSTEM
After confirming the possibility of intuitive MPR-based control by the congenital subject, and finding the optimal electrodes placement and movements, we continued to the realization of the MPR prosthetic system composed of a custom-made socket, a controller, and a prosthetic hand.
The socket was tailor-made for the subject's stump and provided with six bipolar EMG electrodes according to previously determined optimal placements (Figure 3 ). The prosthetic hand used was an iLimb-Ultra (Touch Bionics, United Kingdom), which the subject had used for two months prior the experiment. We utilized a retrofitted pattern recognition control system known as the Artificial Limb Controller [22] . The system contains an ADS1299 as analog-front-end for signal acquisition (eight bipolar channels), and an ARM Cortex-M4 based microcontroller as the main processing unit. It includes a SD card and an inertial sensors unit. Bluetooth link can be achieved by plugging an external dongle. The Artificial Limb Controller included a software library allowing signal pre-processing and acquisition, windowing and features extraction, pattern classification, and motor control. EMG signals from electrodes mounted on the socket were acquired at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. Samples were gathered in sliding time windows of 100 ms with 50 ms time increment, hence, a new classification was performed every 50 ms. These parameters were chosen empirically and according to the discussion by Farrell [23] . The algorithm for classification and the selected features were the same as previously used during the MPR feasibility study.
In MPR, a prosthetic movement is usually performed incrementally for each classification and consecutive predictions of the aimed movement eventually lead to the intended position. This strategy is well suited for a virtual environment as well as advanced experimental prosthetic hands where single finger control can be achieved. However, such implementation of pattern recognition on a commercially available multi-grip prosthetic hand would require access to the manufacturers' communication interface. In the usual operation of these devices, the different grips are selected as finite states, and the final position of the fingers is reached without interruptions as a unique synergistic activation of motors. Once a grip posture has been reached, which takes a couple of seconds, further operation of that grip is performed with open/close commands managed via standard DC. Although incremental activation to reach a desired position is commonly used for hand open/close in DC, misclassifications pose a larger problem for grip selection because a single error can bring the hand to undesired postures causing a considerable delay before the hand can be repositioned. Therefore, a more robust strategy for grips classification was deemed necessary. Similar to the strategy proposed by Englehart and Hudgins [20] , we implemented a buffer system that employs majority voting to mitigate misclassifications. Open and close were executed as encountered, whereas the grips used a majority voting algorithm with a buffer length of 11, which corresponded to 0.55 seconds delay. Proportional activation for hand open and close was implemented using the mean absolute value of the most active channel per movement, analogously to standard DC.
C. MPR-BASED GRIPS SWITCHING IN THE MULTIFUNCTIONAL HAND
The iLimb-Ultra allowed four different grips achievable by In case of perceived misclassification, pressing an error button puts the controller in a temporary stand-by state forcing it to wait for the user to indicate the desired movement which was wrongly executed. The system then saves the occurrence of the error and the intended movement.
the current grip has reached full extension. This was done following the subject preference as the open palm movement is intuitively connected to opening of the hand.
D. REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE
In this study, we propose a novel method to estimate real-time MPR accuracy within a daily usage context. This approach is highly user-dependent and based on error markers stored in a SD card by using a button array directly connected to the main processing unit (Figure 1-b) . Buttons were placed on the outer socket of the prosthetic. In case of misclassification, pressing an error button put the system in a temporary stand-by state forcing it to wait for the user to indicate the correct intended movement. It then marked that an error had occurred, and what the intended movement was. In this way, the groundtruth label could be associated to the error event and utilized during post-analysis to estimate accuracy. Logging of the rest state error was not provided, since a compromise was necessary due to hardware constraints. Moreover, to guarantee a later investigation into error prevalence and possible sources of errors, relevant data were continuously logged on the SD card. Triggered by classification time (50 ms), the system stored data such as classified movement, majority voting buffer state, and all extracted features for every channel. Considering that the rest state (no movement) classifications would have taken a strong dominance over all other movements, we decided to exclude it from the continuous log to place the system under less strain.
E. CONTINUOUS MONITORING TEST
The subject utilized the MPR system in his daily life for five consecutive days, and was instructed to properly log any situation where the prosthetic output was inconsistent with his own intention. Each test day began with training the MPR system with a new recording consisting of three repetitions for each movement. The contraction time was three seconds with three seconds of rest.
As proposed by Fougner et al. [24] , each movement was performed in different spatial positions. For the first contraction, the limb was extended forward at a 0 • angle with respect to the perpendicular direction of the user's chest. For the second contraction, the limb was positioned at a 45 • angle up from the previous position, and for the third contraction, the limb extended up along user's chest at a 90 • angle from the initial position. At the end of each day, the system was connected to a computer to download the collected data. After the Continuous Monitoring test was completed, the challenge was to properly deal with the large amount of data available from the logging system. The task was not trivial considering that the data included both continuous instantlyexecuted movements (open/close), and movements instigated by winning a majority voting (grips).
For this reason, two main confusion matrices were extracted from the logged data: one taking into account all classifications made by the controller (classification matrix), and one considering the movements that were actually executed by the prosthesis (execution matrix). It is worth noting that by ''executed movement'' we refer to movements that were commanded by the controller and perceived by the user as executed by the prosthesis, i.e., if a prosthesis movement was not noticed by the user as incorrect, it was not counted as an error in the execution matrix. The rationale of adopting the execution matrix was to show the control accuracy from the user's prospective. The data analysis process was divided into sequential steps, where each one took into account a particular contribution. Data already accounted in one step were neglected in the next ones.
Firstly, the error marks were analyzed. Even though each mark reported the ground-truth of the related misclassification, defined as the intended movement, the challenge was to identify which movement was erroneously executed instead, since the possibility to log this information was not available. For classification and execution matrices, our approach was to scan the data up to three seconds prior to each marker. In the case of the classification matrix, each classification within the three seconds contributed as a pair of intended/classified movements. For the execution matrix, we searched for the most prominent classified movement (different from the real intention of the user) within the three seconds, and we deemed that class as the perceived wrong execution. Thus, each logged error mark contributed with a single pair of intended/executed movement.
Secondly, we analyzed the grips classifications. This step required the analysis of all majority voting buffers registered by the controller. The winners of these buffers were assumed as correct, supported by the idea that the data was far enough from any reported error, which were accounted for in the previous step. Consequently, for the execution matrix, each buffer was considered as one true positive. In the case of the classification matrix, every classification happened within the same group contributed as paired with the class that eventually won the same group.
Thirdly, we accounted the remaining open and close movements as correct. For the execution matrix each series of open or close predictions was considered as a unique prosthesis activation event, contributing to the matrix as one true positive.
The aforementioned procedure allowed for an approximate characterization of the data available from the Continuous Monitoring test, with regard to both classification accuracy and prosthetic execution success. Each movement classification and/or execution was assigned to one of the following categories for each class of movement: true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). Consequently, the following class-specific metrics typical for machine learning problems were calculated: accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision and negative predicted value (NPV).
In the case of multi-class classification, as in MPR, the standard definition of accuracy is often misleadingly high due to the abundance of true negatives [25] . Therefore, in the field of MPR, accuracy is normally defined as:
MPR Accuracy = absolute correct classifications total absolute correct classifications
where an ''absolute correct classification'' means that each of the classes involved was correctly classified (no FP nor FN in the binary string).
After that all classifications logged during the Continuous Monitoring test were labelled as correct or incorrect, a multinomial logistic regression algorithm was used to validate the reliability of our self-imposed labels. The different movement classes appeared in highly misbalanced quantities along the days of the experiment, therefore a statistical sampling was necessary to create balanced training and validation sets for the multinomial logistic regression algorithm. The number of representative samples from each class was imposed by the class having the lowest amount of samples. The training and validation sets were generated for both the absolute correct (TPs) and the absolute incorrect (FPs and FNs) classifications. During the validation phase, samples were fed to the regression algorithm and the estimated probabilities generated. The probabilities were then analyzed in terms of their distributions and their 95% confidence intervals. The multinomial logistic regression was applied individually to the data from each day, and globally merging all data available.
F. FUNCTIONALITY ASSESSMENT
Functionality tests were employed for comparative analysis of MPR and direct control approaches through an objective evaluation. The literature revealed several adequate assessment tools [26] , [27] , such as, the Assessment of Capacity for Myoelectric Control (ACMC) [28] , the Activities Measure for Upper Limb Amputees [29] , the Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure [30] , and the University of New Brunswick Test [31] . Given its high validity and easy accessibility, the ACMC was deemed as the most appropriate test in this study. It includes 22 gripping, releasing, holding, and coordinating items that the patients can perform within the context of a functional activity that is considered to be meaningful to them. All items are rated on a four-point rating scale: 0 = not capable, 1 = somewhat capable, 2 = generally capable, and 3 = extremely capable. Three functional activities were included here ( Figure 8 ): 1) building a ready-toassemble project (a lamp), 2) wrapping a present and writing a gift card, and 3) setting up a table for six people. The ACMC test was conducted alternating the two control methods over each activity. It was decided to start each activity with the MPR method, thus tasks were more familiar to the subject when performing in DC. The test was performed over one full day planned two weeks after the Continuous Monitoring test was over. Due to the time availability of the single subject involved, it was not possible to repeat the ACMC more than once per control method. An occupational therapist organized the tests, giving instructions while recording the performance on video. Evaluation and review was done by a second occupational therapist without knowledge of what control method was being used in each recording. The subject was instructed to conduct the tasks in MPR mode without logging errors in case any occurred. 
IV. RESULTS
A. ELECTRODES PLACEMENT AND MPR
Using high-density surface EMG, we identified eight bipolar electrode locations for MPR (Figure 3 ). Reference electrode was placed on the elbow. The investigated movements are depicted in Figure 2 , named from M1 to M7. The Motion Tests from the first six-day test session allowed us to find two potentially viable combinations:
1. Seven movements (M1 to M7 plus rest state) with eight channels (C1 to C8, plus the reference); 2. Five movements (M1 to M5 plus rest state) with six channels (C1 to C6, plus the reference). These combinations were then tested during the second sixday session and the results are shown in Figure 4 . Based on these results, the five movements/six electrodes setup was deemed preferable given better online accuracy, completion times, and rates for most movements; hence, it was chosen for the socket implementation and the Continuous Monitoring test.
B. CONTINUOUS MONITORING TEST
The Continuous Monitoring test lasted five days with a mean utilization time of the prosthesis of around seven hours per day (summary in Table 1 ). The activity per day of the embedded classification algorithm is reported in Table 2 . The total amount of reported errors normalized to the usage hours are shown in Figure 5 . The extracted classification and execution confusion matrices are depicted in Figure 7 and they are integrated with the class-specific metrics reported in Table 3 . The false negative values regarding the execution matrix on Table 3 represent the total amount of manually logged errors per movement. Table 4 reports the confidence intervals of the distributions of probability estimated with multinomial logistic regression for validating the post-analysis labels. Figure 6 reports main information related to the utilization of the open and close hand movements, defined previously as continuous proportional movements.
C. FUNCTIONALITY ASSESSMENT
Scores from the ACMC test are reported in Table 5 . ACMC scores were within a 0-to-100 scale, where 100 represents the user being extremely capable of controlling a myoelectric prosthesis. Minimal detectable change in the same assessor was 2.5 units. Table 5 also reports those items which had different scores between the two control methods. Brief comments from the occupational therapist included that, during DC, the prosthesis was used in more positions with better timing in both opening and closing, and also that the user tended to focus less on the prosthetic equipment in comparison to MPR control.
V. DISCUSSION A. EMG ELECTRODES FOR MPR
In general, higher number of EMG electrodes leads to higher accuracy for MPR. However, this fairly intuitive conclusion might not equally translate in an out-of-the-lab context where the displacement of a single electrode, caused by the user moving around and interacting with objects, could potentially decrease the accuracy by 10% [12] . When exploring the viable configurations for the MPR system, the added benefits of the eight electrodes configuration seemed to be related to only wrist rotation movements. Moreover, the two extra electrodes (C7 and C8) were positioned in spots with high residual limb movements that could have resulted in more pronounced electrode shifts and artifacts during daily life usage. Higher controllability was preferred over more prosthesis degrees of freedom, a conclusion that was also supported by the Motion Tests results. Therefore, our setup choice converged to the six electrodes and five movements.
B. REAL-TIME TEST
Probably one of the most innovative aspects of this study is the proposed method to estimate real-time classification accuracy. Despite being substantially user-dependent, it resulted in being relatively precise and tolerated by the user. Although the manual logging of errors can be perceived as a burdensome task, the benefits of obtaining reliable information were deemed superior to the inconvenience imposed on the user, who ultimately tolerated well the additional burden. This approach of logging information can give access to a useful source of data for statistics about the performance of the system, and moreover, it could be used to reinforce on-the-fly the training of the classification algorithm. A less cumbersome array of buttons would be needed if this approach is to be used for a final prosthetic system. Some difficulties were found during the post-analysis of data, especially when searching for the source of errors. The analysis could be simplified by allowing the user to input also the perceived misclassified movement together with the intended one.
In a standard offline validation phase of a pattern recognition algorithm, the test samples are usually balanced between all the different classes. This means that, each class is usually represented by the same number of test samples. Conversely, in a real-time experiment in an uncontrolled environment, this is not the case. As expected, the movements' distribution in VOLUME 6, 2018 The numbers above the bars represent the amount of series registered for that particular movement along that day. The strength was calculated over the mean absolute value as the averaged proportional value to the maximum registered value (averaged between all channels) over all days. This motivated the need to integrate the results with classspecific performance metrics. For this reason, all values of true and false positives and negatives were reported for each class, together with common metrics based on these factors.
The multinomial logistic regression allowed for the validation of the correct and incorrect labels imposed at the post-analysis of the data collected during the Continuous Monitoring test. The estimated probabilities resulted similar and stable along the various days of test. High separability between classes was confirmed for those samples labelled as absolute correct. The classes separability considerably decreased within those samples labelled as absolute incorrect, inherently confirming that those predictions were actually misclassifications properly labelled as errors during postanalysis.
The confusion matrices in Figure 7 matched the user reports after the daily life test. The user reported ''open hand misclassified as pointer'', as the most common perceived failure of the prosthesis, and to a much lesser extent ''close hand misclassified as fine grip''. Arguably, the difficulties encountered in the classification of these pairs were due to the similarity in myoelectric signals generated by these movements. The pointer grip involves extensor muscles similarly to hand open, and fine (and side) grip requires a partial flexion of the fingers, similarly to close hand. Visual inspections of the EMG signals confirm the similarity of these movements. This arises ultimately from the surface electrodes noninvasive nature, where skin impedance, arm position, and neighboring muscles cross-talk contribute to poor signal quality. It must be pointed out that these results strictly relate to the classifying configuration used; more advanced signal processing, classification algorithms and feature combinations might provide more distinguishable data, and thus mitigate errors.
From Figure 5 an improvement trend can be identified during the five days of the Continuous Monitoring test, confirming the known benefit of user training for a better MPR performance.
As expected, the close hand movement was found to be most frequently engaged, and on average, it was used for longer periods of time and with less muscular effort ( Figure 6 ). The user reported the close hand command to be more dominant compared to the opposite open hand, as confirmed from the results. Intuitively, any object manipulation requires usually more focus in the grasping phase, thus the prosthesis is engaged more frequently with slower executions. Alternatively, the item reaching phase is usually accompanied by fast and powerful open hand activations to extend the fingers and prepare the prosthesis for the grasp action.
A limitation of this pilot study was that only one subject was engaged. More extensive tests on a wider population are needed to generalize our findings.
C. GRIPS SWITCHING STRATEGY
A contribution of this study that might have certain clinical relevance was the method used to operate a multi-grip commercial prosthetic hand with posture selection made via pattern recognition. A post-processing algorithm acted as an interpreter between the classifier decisions and a commercially available, high-end prosthetic hand. The motivation was to facilitate the switching mechanism that drives the hand between different grips. This approach might extend the use of MPR in out-of-the-lab contexts.
The difference between the results shown in the confusion matrices for classification and execution brings the attention to the particular post-processing control algorithm implemented for the Continuous Monitoring test. The popular majority voting algorithm included only grips classification with an overall delay of decision that might be controversial with previous works in the field. It is important to note that this delay was found empirically accepted by the patient, and it was a compromise between an inconvenient utilization lag, and an acceptable mitigation of errors. This strategy not only reduced grip misclassification and their incidence on the prosthesis usability, but also provided fast and proportional control of each grip.
D. ACMC
The ACMC scores were high enough to deem the two control approaches ''functional''. Unfortunately, the possible VOLUME 6, 2018 learning effect makes it hard to properly compare the scores. When performing each activity with the DC approach, the tasks were already familiar to the subject. The test-retest reliability of the ACMC has been proven previously [32] , but only considering subjects ''able to exercise stable myoelectric control'', which is probably true for DC but not for MPR in the present study. This might explain why DC reported higher scores than MPR, mostly due to better timing and less discontinuation while performing tasks. Moreover, this might also explain the learning curve of MPR along the different activities which, with a decline in DC score, resulted in MPR scoring higher than DC in the last one. More subjects would have been certainly beneficial, for the aim of the comparative analysis, as well as performing the ACMC more than once per subject. Future comparative research with MPR using ACMC should be performed after a period of familiarization with the MPR system to achieve optimal results.
General comments from the occupational therapist and the test subject identified important differences between MPR and DC methods. When using MPR, there was a distrust using the open and close commands, arguably because they produced the highest amount of errors, even if their occurrence and frequency were relatively low. The distrust was reported by the subject, and confirmed by a stronger focus on the movements of the prosthesis under MPR. It is possible that the higher level of attention was related to the unfamiliarity with the test activity (the MPR condition was tested first). This possibly led the user to be cautious and limit the range of motion in order to prevent possible misclassification due to loss of skin-electrodes contact. For the grips, the perceived functionality between the control approaches was instead inverted. In fact, the user reported grasp selection operated via DC as unintuitive as opposed to pattern recognition that felt more natural and fast paced. This was a surprising result given that the user is a congenital amputee without any previous experience using a fully developed hand. Our results point to similar conclusions by Farina et al. [13] , in which pattern recognition could be a viable option for some congenital amputees.
E. CHALLENGES FOR CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Although signal similarity is a significant error source, it is far from being the only source. Many other external sources were identified; one of which is the design of the socket. During the virtual tests, the residual limb is treated as a static object, and surface EMG electrodes are not subjected to uneven or variable connectivity. During a normal day, the arm is subjected to varying amounts of load and shifts of the limb positions that will eventually lead to electrodes displacement. Even though this was not quantified, the user observed that a significant part of the errors occurred during arm motions, or in odd arm positions. Further evidence of this was found during the first preliminary tests of the whole prosthetic system; the electrode placed most distal to the elbow was found to not connect unless in specific angles. Its disconnection caused major classification errors making the system almost unusable. The system stabilized after refitting the electrode. As reasoned by Fougner et al. [24] , electrode displacements could be mitigated to some extent by varying limb positions during recording sessions. Moreover, simple artifacts removal algorithms or a more advanced wavelet filter, or temporally ''muting'' the contribution of a channel found to be misconnected, could potentially solve this issue.
It is worthy of notice that in the last two days, the prosthesis was used for a shorter period of time, around 4.5 hours versus the average of eight hours of the other three days. This was due to a socket-fitting problem that eventually forced the user to stop the experiment after 5 days. The socket design was too tight, causing the socket to push too harshly around the elbow region and the ulnar nerve. This caused numbness in the forearm that turned into pain in the last day. These symptoms were alleviated few days after the subject wore his previous socket. In conclusion, the socket interface represents an important challenge to the translation of surface EMG based MPR systems to clinical use.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the functionality of a pattern recognition system for controlling a multi-grip prosthetic hand during daily life. A self-contained prosthetic system composed of a custom-made socket, an embedded system capable of myoelectric pattern recognition, and a high-end prosthetic hand was developed. We proposed a novel method for interfacing the multi-grip prosthetic hand with myoelectric pattern recognition to facilitate posture selection. We utilized a user-oriented approach for estimating realtime classification accuracy based on direct feedback from the user via an array of buttons. A transradial dysmelia subject used this prosthetic system in his daily life for five consecutive days, while continuously logging errors as they emerged. The user reported relatively stable control of the prosthesis.
The results of the functionality tests together with the user's comments raised concerns regarding accuracy and its relationship to user satisfaction. Finding suitable evaluation methods is imperative, especially now that clinical application of myoelectric pattern recognition is increasing. If a prosthetic hand drops a cup of hot coffee one every 100 times, could it be called trustworthy? It is our opinion that other methods to measure perceived functionality should be investigated towards more user-oriented prospective evaluations.
